Misplaced, incomplete and inappropriate documents can lead to lost sales opportunities when representatives are denied access to their hospital customers. Non-compliance due to missing required documentation is one of the top reasons reps are denied access.
**Document Repository** puts you back in charge of the credentialing process with a centralized repository where you can monitor, manage and track all hospital-required compliance documents. Administrators and representatives can see the status of all credentialing documents—giving them the ability to quickly identify and take action to properly fulfill credentialing requirements.

A measurable increase in representative compliance rates is frequently seen after implementing a managed document tracking system.

### Administrator Benefits
- Access compliance documents via centralized storage
- Review compliance status 24/7
- Upload and proactively identify missing documentation
- Store company-specific information in custom resource center
- Assist reps with credentialing requirements utilizing GHX tools

### Representative Benefits
- View all documents and current compliance status in one place
- Ability to share documents with hospitals and third parties, available 24/7
- Assistance with documentation
- Fewer missed or canceled appointments due to missing documentation
- Efficient credential management can yield more time for sales opportunities
The largest community of healthcare supply chain trading partners, the GHX global network, connects supply chain, finance and clinical professionals with their suppliers and partners. The 4,000+ provider organizations and 600+ manufacturers and distributors in this community are working together to drive billions of dollars out of the cost of the healthcare supply chain.

To learn more about Document Repository and the complete suite of GHX credential management tools, email contactus@GHX.com or go to GHX.com.